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APPROACH TO STUDY BUILDING INFORMATION
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Mohammed Aldegeily, M.S.E
Western Michigan University, 2018
BIM has been playing an essential role in building construction projects in recent years.
It was used to automate many tasks such as clash detection, 4D planning, and quantity takeoff,
among others. However, the interoperability of BIM still lacks in many fields across the
architecture, engineering, and construction domains. This research studies the interoperability
between architectural design and structural analysis. The goal is to explore structural analysis of
BIM models through data transfer processes between different software platforms via three types
of paths: (1) Application Programming Interface (API); (2) “immediately connect,” which is the
direct link between software programs from the same provider; and (3) indirect link, which is the
indirect transfer of information through third-party software or methods/algorithms. This
research unfolds through examining and comparing the three paths, with a special focus on the
level of interoperability that can be achieved by using IFC data through the indirect link IFC are
the ISO-registered, open and neutral data exchange standard for BIM. Although IFC was
designed to be comprehensive in supporting all disciplines and phases of a building construction
project, the author found that IFC exports from architectural design software usually lack
essential information elements needed for structure analysis. Recommendations are made to help
improve the IFC-based BIM interoperability between architectural design and structural analysis,
which would support collaboration between architects and structural engineers with a smooth
transfer of modeling information with minimum information loss thus saving time and costs.
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IMPORTANT TERMINOLOGIES IN THIS RESEARCH
•

BIM (Building Information Modeling) : provides architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) professionals the perspicacity, clarity, and tools which helps them effectively and
increase efficiency the planning, design, construct, manage buildings, and infrastructure via a
digital representation and intelligent operation based on a 3D model (Autodesk,
https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/bim).

•

IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) is an ISO-registered, open and neutral data exchange
standard for BIM.

•

Interoperability: Is the ability to communicate, transfer information data, and utilize the data
that has transferred between various software applications.

•

API (Application Programming Interface): A set of subroutine definitions, protocols, and
tools for building application software.

•

AEC: Architecture, Engineering, and Construction.

•

CAD: computer-aided design.

•

AECO: Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Operations.

•

ISO: International Organization for Standardization.

•

IAI: International Alliance for Interoperability

•

CIS/2: CIMSteel Integration Standard version 2

ix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Architectural design and structural analysis are two different domains that are closely
related to a construction project. Both fields have separate procedures with distinguished
objectives in a building design process. Architectural design defines the configurations of different
architectural elements such as their dimensions and materials, whereas structural analysis analyzes
the structural and mechanical properties of building elements such as stress, strain, and stability
(Chen et al., 2005). Both architectural design and structural design play essential roles in the
successful design of a building.
BIM has been an emerging trend in the AEC domain. One main advantage of utilizing BIM
is the ability to combine different software models, to compare results, and to share project
materials across different disciplines and phases, where benefits can be readily realized such as
detecting and avoiding inconveniences and clashes before the construction phase. After
construction, project information in BIM can be utilized for building operation and maintenance.
BIM has revolutionized the construction industry and is becoming a hot topic of discussion in
every organization in the AEC domain, due to the benefits that can be achieved when this
technology is implemented (Hu, Zhang, Wang, & Kassem, 2016).
A large number of participants from different disciplines, various teams and technologies
involved, and the multi-phased and transitory nature of projects in the AEC industry renders
information management and collaborations very challenging. Although BIM is designed to help
with such collaborations, the lack of integration and interoperability is still causing problems in
1

data transfer, which is considered as the main preventing factor for wide adoption of BIM in the
AEC industry (Hu et al., 2016). This leads to a bottleneck of productivity improvement among
multiple disciplines in the AEC domain. Interoperability, therefore, is picking up significant
interests in the last decades (Qin, Deng, & Liu, 2011). Through full interoperability, the work
effectiveness and building quality can be enhanced, alongside with fewer expenses and assets (Liu,
Zhang, & Zhang, 2016).The development of a range of BIM applications can significantly benefit
from the improvement, enhancement, upgrade, and advancement of model-enabled
interoperability, especially when unconnected spheres are linked together and offer paradigm
shifts in thinking through new technology integration (T. Froese, 2003). Successful use of BIM
tools in collaboration depends on whether the information produced by the various participants in
different stages of the project can be successfully shared/exchanged through the entire building
lifecycle as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Building information modeling lifecycles. (Based on Advanced Solutions Inc., 2016).
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The exchange of information in the AEC domain has always been an important but
complex task. Users in various stages of a project need to interact with each other and exchange
information throughout a project. Therefore, some important considerations for the use of BIM
programs in designing a structure include how to choose suitable platforms, which does affect the
level of interoperability that can be achieved. During such considerations, besides the software’s
internal abilities and features, data transfer and linkage protocols between different software must
be taken into consideration as well (Pazlar & Turk, 2008).
In the structural engineering domain, building projects normally involve multiple engineers
and consultants who may conduct structural analysis using different software platforms. The
processes involved in structural analysis necessitate them to share various sets of data and
information. In a typical structural model, display of information from multi-disciplinary projects
needs coordinating heterogeneous data under a shared standard. BIM-based structural models,
typically, can be divided into two types - detailed models and analysis models. The detailed models
encompass materials extracted from architectural models, geometric shapes of building elements,
and section properties, etc. (Becerik-Gerber & Kensek, 2009). The analysis models, on the other
hand, comprises of the information required only for structural analysis purposes, such as axis
position, member size, and space layout. The benefits of using BIM in structural analysis lie in the
fact that numerous modeling and analysis methods can be used to verify compliance of a proposed
design with complex structural safety constraints, where the needed information can be provided
by different participants at different stages.
Interoperability between different BIM software and different BIM processes is complex
and diverse, which is directly related to the complexity of the software used in the processes and
3

their input/output (Grilo & Jardim-Goncalves, 2010). Froese (2010) pointed out that the
complexity of the processes can be reduced through a change in the management perspective to
focus on the adoption of interoperable communication (T. M. Froese, 2010). A standard
representation of technical data in the AEC industry will, therefore, facilitate the data exchange
and thus improve interoperability. IFC is such a data representation standard that bears ISO
certification (Dhillon, Jethwa, & Rai, 2014). It is also practically an executable data scheme that
underpins information dissemination of building and construction industry data (Namini,
Meynagh, & Vahed, 2012). Because interoperability impacts the value of BIM in the AEC industry
(Young Jr., Jones, & Bernstein, 2009). Theoretically, the best method of adopting BIM in the AEC
industry is to use a common/central model at a position to receive information from all software
analyses and make periodic updates/amendments to reflect changes in the material (BecerikGerber & Kensek, 2009). Practically, data sharing/transfer is at the core of BIM-based
interoperability between various software analyses, which requires data to be well organized and
standardized (Hunt, 2013).
The direct native link works on the standard of using intern data exchange, and the files do
not need to the interpreter from one schema language to another. Through the case, studies
demonstrated that this method could open the file without any translator of exchange data
information. This type of workflow should transfer an information exchange without data missing
or error, and the transfer process is occurring quickly. This situation can be met in Revit software,
such as Revit Structure, and RSA (Robot structure analysis). Any information related to structural
analysis can be defined by the structural program itself, because it has the same library and its
definitions, and it can impose what it needs in the analysis, therefore, although the direct link
method as the best solution for internal information exchange because a direct link has possessed
4

high capabilities in interoperability but has the disadvantage that it is limited within the possibility
of this vendor (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks, & Liston, 2011). Direct links use the API may write a
temporary file in the exchange between two separate applications through a cooperation
arrangement between two companies. The advantages of the link have its capabilities, possibilities
and its difference from other exchanges. The unique exchanges are the best way for software
companies to provide them with specific programs that they better support and they can be linked
the interfaces tightly together and create a correspondence between two independent applications
Software. The implementation of exchange is determined by two companies together depending
on identifying where they are located in the design-build lifecycle and the assumed goals. One of
the most important reasons why this is an active link because the two companies involved always
maintain, develop, correct and address the problems that have been occurred during old versions
(Eastman et al., 2011).
Indirect Link, this is the most popular way to exchange data, because this method has the
ability to transfer data models from different software, from different company’s software and
includes utilizing an open schema and language, such as text file (IAI 2010a). Despite this the
importance, but it still has problems in the loss of essential data in the structure design such as
loads, boundary conditions and the loss of stiffness through loss of connecting between structure
elements which will be explained via case study (Eastman et al., 2011).
The workflows are beginning to improve design and construction management, and
therefore we need to develop efficient exchanges that are being developed. BIM servers considered
a new market with BIM servers, various transfer data. Effective collaboration between
architectural design and structural analysis is an important part of the success of building design
5

to save the potential time and cost in the required modifications otherwise. It is also an essential
part of the overall collaboration process in an AEC project. This research focuses on investigating
the interoperability between architectural design and structural analysis via three different types of
data transfer paths.

Research Scope and Motivations
This study has two main scopes: (1) to initially investigate the interoperability of BIM
between architectural design and structural analysis through a data-driven approach, by
empirically analyzing and studying structural models created in an architectural platform; and (2)
to build up a robust structural analysis case consisting of an array of beams and columns that are
firmly bonded together for use in future research as a benchmark. This study will investigate the
following three types of paths for data transfer between architectural and structural models as
shown in Figure 1.2 : (1) direct link using native file, which is the direct link between software
programs from the same provider; (2) direct link using application programming interface (API),
which is the data transfer with a BIM platform through its APIs. The API interface can be accessed
through programming languages such as C++ or C# (Eastman et al., 2011). This type of link is
used, for example, between Tekla Structures and Autodesk Robot Structures Analysis. In practice,
companies create programs on C++ to access the API, which assures a smooth data flow process
when exchanging data; and (3) indirect link, which is the indirect transfer of information through
third-party software or methods/algorithms. Third party resources include data standards such as
the CIMSteel Integration Standards (CIS/2), the Steel Detailing Neutral Format (SDNF), and the
IFC. The CIS/2 and SDNF are preferable when dealing with data exchange for steel structures,
whereas IFC is one of the most widespread data standards for information exchange in the building
6

and construction industry in general. Indirect link is the most common process of data exchange
through models between software by different vendors. In this study, the indirect link is
investigated with a special focus on the use of IFC data. During the investigation of the three types
of data transfer paths, the loss of data critical for structure analysis will be identified. Based on the
study results and findings, new methods and algorithms can be developed to help improve the
interoperability of BIM between architectural design and structural analysis.

Figure 1.2: The three types of data transfer paths.

Research Objectives and Strategy
This thesis is aimed at investigating how BIM can be used in structural analysis and
architectural design via interoperability and identifying the method of data transfer that has the
highest capabilities between architectural and structural software and explores if these integrated
design paths are viable in structural engineering practice. The purpose of this research is to explore
different aspects of BIM and Structural Building Information Modelling (S-BIM) to develop
methodologies that may help to make the structural design process more efficient. The research
questions to be addressed in this study are:
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1. How do the BIM applications help structural analysis?
2. Which path of data transfer has the highest capability?
3. What is the best way of the interoperability to be implemented in
structural engineering practice?
The research methodology involves analysis of the different structural ability of the
common architectural and structural software; examination of various information models and
standards in correspondence with the interoperability; evaluation of the BIM tools as a plug-in for
software modeling.

Thesis Structure
Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction to the thesis and shows the outlines. Through this
chapter, you can find the backgrounds, scope, motivation, research objectives and strategy. Besides
describing and discusses with briefly the problem addressed by the thesis.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter offers a literature review in the importance of interoperability between
structural and architectural engineering and problems collaboration between them through the use
of the specifications of different software and data standards, such as Structure BIM (S-BIM) tools
and BIM tools.
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Chapter 3: BIM Software Interoperability Analysis
This chapter describes the interoperability analyzing paths between architectural design
and structural analysis through BIM. Three types of data transfer paths were evaluated, namely,
direct link using a native file, direct link using API, and indirect link through IFC.
Chapter 4: Examination of IFC Data Structure for Interoperability
This chapter identifies and focuses on interoperability using the IFC file and its data
structure, and how the IFC file describes loads cases and load combinations in structural analysis
software that are missing in the process of data exchange between architectural and structural
software.
Chapter 5: Case Studies
This chapter presents different models with a pair of different exchange scenario as case
studies. The data transfer and interoperability were evaluated with a concentration on structural
modeling and analysis. The results were discussed.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter describes the outcome of exchange scenarios that are collected, summarized,
compared and interpretation. The chapter presents the advantage, disadvantage, conclusions,
limitations, and future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Imagine a world where designers have a complete understanding of the construction
process and the ability to preview the decisions that are taken prior to the moment and where there
is clear communication throughout the entire life cycle of constructing buildings and other
structures. This imagination is a reality today with the solution resting with the BIM. BIM has
revolutionized the construction industry and is becoming a hot topic of discussion in every
company in Engineering, Architecture, and Construction due to the benefits realized when this
technology is implemented (Hu et al., 2016). BIM has numerous benefits to structures and they
include connecting design to detailing, minimizing errors, improved collaboration, and promote
structural quality. Construction projects, both medium and large, involve several structural
consultants who use a range of structural analysis applications. These technologies and
applications have inadequate interoperability, and there still exists a dearth of investigations that
address the issues of interoperability in the domain of structural engineering.
Building Information Modelling commonly referred to as BIM seeks to integrate and unify
communication among different stakeholders of a project. The platform incorporates the
intelligence of using a 3D model to try and convey this ideology. According to Kensek and Noble
(2014), in an attempt to facilitate the BIM ideology, several software platforms have been
interlinked in the process in the facilitation of data exchange (Kensek, K and Noble, 2014).
The high number of disciplines, teams and technologies and the multi-phased and transitory
nature of the projects in the construction industry make it hard for information management and
10

collaborations. Lack of enough integration and interoperability are still causing an economic and
are considered the main factors are preventing the diffusion if innovation systems in the design,
construction, and the operation (DCO) industry (Hu et al., 2016). In the structural engineering
domain, building projects normally involve numerous engineers and consultants who conduct
structural analysis using different software applications and technologies. The processes involved
in structural analysis necessitate them to share varied sets of data and information models.
Arayici, Y. et al. (2011) claimed that the lack of integration solutions between different
technologies for structural analysis, the activity become very challenging and consume a lot of
time and resources due to the volume of manpower that is needed to carry out remodeling and
resolving discordancy and inconsistent issues. BIM technologies are increasingly being adopted
in the design, construction, and operation industry. BIM is a digital, parametric, intelligent, and
object-based representation of the physical and functional characteristics of a building that creates
a shared database and knowledge resource for the project and building information.
Azhar (2011) claimed that the development of BIM has led to the development of open and
neutral data schemas to promote interoperability which is a crucial factor in streamlining the
information flows between the various disciplines. Additionally, the challenges experienced in
interoperability are related to the import and export capabilities of data models among different
technologies making it an inhibitor in the advancement of BIM. Most structural engineers believe
that BIM is similar to CAD. In fact, BIM is a logical successor to the traditional CAD. It is a 3D
entity that permits the great coordination with 2D drawings, cost estimation, and clash detection.
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Structure BIM (S-BIM) Tools and BIM Tools
Becerik-Gerber and Kensek (2009) investigated the successful use of BIM tools.
Successful use of BIM tools depends on whether the information produced by the various stages
of discipline can be successfully shared or exchanged through the entire building lifecycle. The
BIM structural models are divided into detailed and analysis models. The detailed model
encompasses materials extracted from architectural models, geometrical shapes, and section
properties. On the other hand, the analysis model comprises of the geometrical information, for
instance, axis position, member size, and space layout which are also obtained from the structural
model. The Figure 2.1 below shows the data transfer between the structural and construction
models.

Figure 2.1: Data transfer in BIM models. (Liu et al., 2016).

Eastman et al. (2011) focused on the various BIM and S-BIM tools in the AEC industry.
The structural part of BIM is referred to as the S-BIM. The architects mainly concentrate on the
artistic expressions of the structure and its interaction with the environment.
12

The architectural models only indicate the surface of the structure and lack information
about the structural elements since they work with mass texture, space, and shapes of structures.
S-BIM is a subset of the BIM and can have useful information and data for structural engineers
such as loads, geometry, material boundaries, load combinations, and sectional properties. S-BIM
also contains information about structural elements of data profile and structural elements types.
BIM containing information from the various participants in the building process is
provided to the structural engineer, for instance via the IFC format. The engineer can then assign
the important information to the BIM model using the BIM software. This information may include
geometry, loads, and boundary conditions, as well as the material properties. Structural analysis is
performed by the engineer through the S-BIM software using the BIM tools. Structure BIM (SBIM) tools are the add-ons tools to the S-BIM software or rather the direct or indirect links from
the S-BIM software. Structure BIM tools allows the analysis of structure within the S-BIM
software. An example is showing in Figure 2.2 where member design in Revit is used to calculate
the section forces on the beam structure.

Figure 2.2: Data transfer in BIM models. (Structure design in Revit).
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Gu & London (2010) argued that structure BIM tools facilitate static analysis of 2D frames
defined in the Revit structure. The information such as frame members, load combinations, and
geometry are employed from the Revit structure. Revit provides various tools that enable the
construction documentation, analysis of structures, and interoperability. BIM tools allow the
integration of construction drawing and structural analysis stages which reduces errors, code
discordance, and losses in the construction drawing stage. Moreover, structure BIM tools
contribute significantly to the analysis and checking of results that are produced in the stage of the
structural analysis thus reducing repetitiveness and improving the quality and as well as the design
efficiency. The domain analysis of BIM converses both 2D plane models and 3D spatial models
like the geometrical definitions of points and the boundary conditions.

Figure 2.3: Data transfer in BIM models. (Liu et al., 2016).

BuildingSMART has certified numerous types of tools and applications to support the
input and output of IFC-format data. Some of these BIM tools include Revit, Bentley, and
ArchiCAD which are largely applied in the design processes of buildings and other structures such
as architecture, facility, and structure. In the AEC industry, ETABS, SAP2000, and TECLA BIM
14

are some of the BIM tools used in the analysis of structures. When the numerical modeling of these
tools is accurate and efficient, they offer a reliable reference for the design of structures and also
assist the structural engineers in the evaluation of the response behavior f structures as well as the
failure mechanisms. The BIM tools such as ETABS and SAP2000 are fully supported by the BIM,
but the level of support is still low. Similarly, the data modeling formats of various BIM tools are
mutual independence.

Interoperability
Hu et al. (2016) argued that several ways can be used to handle the concept of
interoperability in a project based on the type of software employed and the ICT specifications
agreements. Some software and applications support simple export and import of various formats
while others are locked which means that the software used should be carefully chosen for
successful interoperability (Hu et al., 2016). A common scheme of file sharing provides all the
participants in the project with the possibility of acquiring exact information needed at the time
that is needed. This is the reason why IFC plays a significant role for BIM. Additionally, there is
a possibility of using direct links besides using IFC for the purpose of communication between
various software packages in BIM.
Grilo and Jardim (2010) also pointed out that the BIM process and software interoperability
has become complicated and diverse based on the complexity of the software used in the process.
T. M. Froese (2010) pointed out that the complexity of the process can be reduced through a change
in the perspective of management that should focus on the adoption of operable communication
and information technology.
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Moum (2010) also criticized the process arguing that the process is compounded by internal
stakeholder engagement and tend to focus less on external stakeholder engagement. The
mechanisms used in conveying information either in cloud-based systems or in-house based
systems inhibit the interaction among external stakeholders. Redmond et al. (2012) added on that
aspect and points out that there is a major challenge in data exchange among different project
stakeholders especially those using the cloud-based systems.
Singh et al. (2011) attempted to offer a solution to the complexity of the BIM process
suggesting that BIM communication should be facilitated through the use of modern server
systems with recent technical aspects that are able to mitigate the challenges facing the process.
Consideration should also be made in the determination of the server to host the BIM model. This
will help reduce the interoperability among different stakeholders in a project. The study also
added that as a way of facilitating the adoption of BIM within the construction and engineering
sector, the technical limitations that inhibit the widespread implementation of the process. This
would also aid in minimizing the interoperability among different stakeholders.
The multidisciplinary nature of BIM is extensively recognized currently within the DCO
industry. For the last one-decade, various research and developments activities aimed at promoting
interoperability have attracted huge interest from both the academia and industry. The common
aim of these effects is to ensure improved usability of the BIM by different stakeholders in the
design, construction, and operation industry (Hu et al., 2016) . The major efforts to ensure
interoperability between architectural and structural design are been undertaken by the
buildingSMART which the main concept is proposed to address the challenge of interoperability.
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Tanyer and Aouad (2005) pointed out that the best way to deal with the shortcomings of
interoperability in the construction sector is through the introduction of industry foundation class.
The study also points out that interoperability is a major challenge that limits the success of many
constructions and engineering projects. The two scholars also add that the introduction and
utilization of industry foundation class files is the only preferred method up to date. They add that
further refinement and development should be undertaken on the process in order to completely
overcome the challenge of interoperability among projects (Tanyer & Aouad, 2005).
Redmond et al. (2012) argue that the use of IFC as a way of dealing with the challenge of
interoperability in projects is not effective in that the IFC’s lack the capability of carrying and
storing relevant data needed in the construction process. This aspect tends to bring about more
challenges in the projects. The study further concludes that for BIM to be successful, relevant
strategies need to be put in place to ensure that the challenges faced are dealt with. In addition to
that, the process should be tailored to adapt to the emerging trends in technology as a way of
dealing with these existing challenges.
Yang and Zhang (2006) discussed that the buildingSMART proposed an MDV (Model
View Definition) as a principle concept of addressing interoperability in the design process. MDV
is a domain-specific subset of IFC data which can be utilized to exchange information for particular
purposes among the project partners. Coordination View is one of the most common views that
are widely used in BIM technologies. This view allows sharing of BIMs between major disciplines
of structural and architectural designs. IFCx3 in structural domain defines the information
exchanged between structural analysis and structural design applications. However, this view fails
to address the sharing of information between structural and architectural designs.
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Steel, Drogemuller, & Toth (2012) proposed that IFC4 Design Transfer View (IFC4 DTV
V1.0) is another important development by the buildingSMART which allows collaboration
between on the design elements influencing various disciplines and offers the ability to handle
over design models to others. Semantic operability can be addressed using two ways: (1)
technically by defining ontologies and building bridges that promote transformation and (2)
methodologically by defining consistent modeling styles. An algorithm was developed to generate
structural models automatically from the architectural IFC-based model which was based on the
transformation mechanism between XML-based FEM and IFC-based BIM.
API supported by AutoCAD was developed to generate the IFC structural model
information and then transform it into the corresponding structural model. Most of the research
efforts reviewed indicate that the models are implemented as either C/S applications or standalone
and lack the capability to convert between structural BIM and architectural BIM among various
analysis models. The implementation and development of solutions for the integration and sharing
of building information can be supported by the BIM servers, for instance, the EDM Model Server,
IFC Model Server, and BIM Server (Hu et al., 2016).
Various software is used in the construction industry, and the main task when utilizing
these BIM is to combine different software models, to compare results, and to make project
materials where inconveniences and clashes are avoided in the construction phase. After
construction, project materials within the BIM should always be utilized at the time of managing
the building. Theoretically, the best method of making use of BIM tools in the AEC industry
include the common model which should be in a position to receive information from all the other
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software’s and make amendments to the implemented information to enable consistency in the
material.
Hunt (2013) claimed that IFC is developed as an open source sharing format where all
software providers can utilize a common schema. Model exchange through the use of direct links
is an alternative to the IFC schema. In this context, direct links are add-ons to the architectural
software established to translate information in present in the architectural software to the
information that id fit for specific structural software applications. All standard building elements
from software applications are usually exchanged without problems since direct links have been
developed to suit the sharing from one software to another. Direct links only allow only a single
structural software to be used while IFC assures that the same model can be utilized for various
calculations functions in various structural software and applications.
The main architectural BIM tools which are widely in use are the Revit and ArchiCAD
since both tools are capable of handling large BIM design models. FEM-design and Robot
Structural Analysis form Autodesk are used for structural calculations. Revit from Autodesk
provides a wide range of software application for use in the construction industry. Revit
capabilities span from 3D animations with more focus the visual effects of a CAD for simple
drawings. Revit products are developed for BIM projects and cover a bigger part of the planning
process in the construction projects.
Numerous structural analysis technologies and models are used in complex structural
projects to verifying safety and compliance with the proposed design. The evidence from the
literature review indicates that shared data is one of the main BIM-based approaches that are
extensively used to promote interoperability between various technologies since they organize data
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and standardize data elements (Hu et al., 2016). The Figure 2.4 below shows various model
conversions in different software applications and BIM tools.

Figure 2.4: Different types of model conversion among various software applications. (Hu Z. et al., 2016).

The Figure 2.4 shows some of the main structural and design analysis technologies that are
affected by the challenge of conversion. According to Hu et al. (2016), the information contained
in the architectural models is relevant to structural model is detected, classified, processed, and
then transmitted to the structural model during the conversion process between the two models
which significantly enhances interoperability between architectural design and structural design
processes. It is the algorithm is responsible for the conversion from the structural design models
to architectural design models since it classifies the types of elements and then identifies their
respective geometric information from the structural design before converting them to the
respective architectural models. The SAP2000 is a sophisticated, versatile, and intuitive tool that
is powered by the unmatched analysis and engine and the design tool structural and architectural
engineers. It has proven to be the most productive, practical, and integrated general purpose
structural tool in the market.
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It enables the structural engineers to develop models intuitively and quickly without any
long learning curve delays. The design models developed from the Tekla BIM tool carry accurate
detailed and reliable information required for successful BIM and construction execution. It allows
for collaboration among the various partners in the construction process. The entire workflow in
the construction process can integrate their models, exchange information, and check for clashes
using the Tekla BIM tool. Moreover, this tool imports most of the current common design
extensions such as DXF, DGN, DWG, and IFC. It combines several file formats and models from
different BIM software into a single project which enhances interoperability between architectural
and structural designs. ETABS is an engineering software tool used for structural analysis and
design of buildings. It integrates every engineering aspect of the design process in the production
of schematic drawings.
Hu et al. (2016) published an article on improving interoperability between architectural
and structural design models in which they investigated the major challenges of interoperability
from a structural engineering software standpoint. They claim that despite standardization
requiring a lot of focus, being able to share communication effectively is an important factor also
which allows for the use of open solutions such as IFC for the free flow of information between
various partners.
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CHAPTER 3

BIM SOFTWARE TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY
Architectural and Structural Model
BIM data coming from the architectural model has a variety of information, some of
which is not needed in structural analysis. The structural model only needs information pertaining
to structural analysis, including the geometry of the structure, location of the members in a
coordinate system set by the software, the types of materials and their properties. Load types and
load cases, and boundary conditions can also be part of the exchanged data with an architectural
model, though the structure engineers usually prefer adding them in structure model directly
because they are more related to the structural specialization (Tamas et al., 2016). Figure 3.1
illustrates the differences between an architectural model and a structural model using a simple
concrete frame.

Figure 3.1: Architectural and structural model.
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Architecture and Structures Software
This section clarifies the concept of data exchange and examines the interoperability of
BIM in AEC industry with a concentration on structural modeling and analysis. Table 3.1 below
describes the software and links that were used in the research.

Table 3-1: The table below describes the software

Architecture software’s


Structures software’s


Autodesk Revit 2017

Autodesk Robot
Structural Analysis
2017 (RSA) (Autodesk
Ink., 2013)





Tekla Structures
Learning 21.1

Bentley STAAD Pro
V8i SS6 (Manual,
2012)



CSI programs, are
SAP2000 19, ETABS
2016 and SAFE 2016



Risa-3D 15, structural
engineering software
for analysis and design
(Ranch, 2012)
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Popular Software in BIM Process
BIM tools are common and preferred methods for engineers in different disciplines like
architectural, structural and MEP engineers. Structural engineers in Computers and Structures, Inc.
(CSI) have created CSiXRevit link to exchange BIM data between Revit 2018 and ETABS 2015
or later, SAP2000 v17 or greater, and SAFE 2014 or later which is using in this research. They
support different workflows: Exporting and Importing from and to Revit to create a new or update
ETABS, SAP2000, and Safe models. Tekla Structures is another popular software among the
structural engineers because this program has structural tools and detailing which make the
structure design more efficient such as steel structure connection. Moreover, the Structural
engineers use more than one single program in their work. They may use computer tools for both
architectural draftings and structural analysis. Revit Architecture and ArchiCAD are the most
common programs of architectural drafting. Both programs are proven to be able to generate highquality parametric objects based on template file that is utilized to begin a new project you cannot
be allowed to overwrite the template file, and it defines as unique non-executable file formats such
as construction or structural templates file. Revit is one of the common programs of BIM
application that use a parametric 3D model to create plans, sections, elevations, perspectives,
details, and schedules.

Autodesk Revit
Revit consists of Revit Structural, Architecture and MEP. Revit was firstly developed in
2000 and 2002 by the Autodesk Company. Revit supports the following file format: DWG,
DWF/DWFx, IFC, gbXML, HTML, DXF, DGN, SAT, ADSK, and FBX. Revit, like any other
programs, carries advantages and disadvantages. Revit program does not work with model larger
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than 500MB, and it is difficult to generate a curved wall or add curved windows with glazing. All
elements in the Revit format have an ID number. ID number has six digits which save all data.
When exporting the file from Revit to IFC file format, the tools are exchanged ID into GUID
number. Autodesk Revit is appropriate for structural design in 3D and has the ability to create a
structure model and interoperate using the direct and indirect link. It consists of various materials
with an independent analytical model that can be created, edited and used for typical structural
analysis such as properties profile, load, load combination, boundary conditions, etc. The ease of
work in the program and possibility of making updates are one of the main features of the Revit
program which has helped the successful collaboration between architectural and structural
engineering.

BIM Interoperability
Albeit in light of a typical structural model, display of information from multi-disciplinary
projects needs coordinating heterogeneous data under a common standard. This turns into a
bottleneck of productivity improvement among multiple disciplines including the architecture,
engineering, construction, and facility management (AEC/FM) domains. Interoperability,
therefore, is picking up significant interests in the last decades (Liu et al., 2016). Through full
interoperability, the work effectiveness and building quality can be enhanced, alongside with fewer
expenses and assets (Liu et al., 2016). BIM tools transfer data between different software
applications via three main paths.
1- Direct Link Using Native File
2- Direct Link Using API
3- Indirect Link Using IFC
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Direct Link Using Native File
Revit - RSA direct link
The direct link is data transferring tools between different software from the same producer
of BIM software. The case study model was created in Revit, and then export via a direct link to
RSA. The procedure of data transfer can be seen in Figure 3.2 Direct link using native file.

Figure 3.2: Direct link using native file.

The direct link is an extremely efficient and easy-to-use method of data exchange and
demonstrates the high ability for interoperability. The Revit program prepares a structure model
that matches the analytical model required in the analysis process, as well as all the required
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properties in the structure analysis process such as material properties, section profile, load, load
combinations, boundary conditions, etc. One of the advantages of this link, which shows the
importance of BIM tools in design and analysis, is that it works in two directions, which means
that the RSA model can also exchange data back to Revit. This is an indeed significant feature
because the structural designers may need to frequently update and change design according to the
structural specifications.

Direct Link Using API
CSiXRevit link
Structural engineers that work on CSI programs have created CSiXRevit link that can be
used to exchange BIM data between Revit 2018 and ETABS 2015 or later, SAP2000 v17 or
greater, and SAFE 2014 or later. This link is created through the Revit API. The link supports
different workflows: exporting from and importing to Revit to create a new model or update
existing ETABS, SAP2000 and Safe models (Rev, 2018). This link aims to address the problem
of collaboration between architectural designers and structural engineers and has improved
interoperability between the two disciplines. The procedure of data transfer is showing in Figure
3.3. The advantage of a direct link is that it is usually efficient and effortless to transfer data. In
addition, the direct link is working in two directions, both from Revit to RSA and CSI programs
and the other direction. This bidirectional data compatibility is of significant importance because
the structural engineers might need to make changes in Revit model according to structural
analysis results of their designs. The information transferred is the same as in the direct link using
the native file. The structural analysis results in the three CSI programs using the transferred data
were mostly successful as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3:Direct link using API – CSiXRevit.

Figure 3.4: Direct link using API - analysis results using transferred data.

Integrated Structural Modelling (ISM)
Integrated Structural Modelling (ISM) is the indirect link between Revit to STAAD pro.
Indirect link is data transferring tools between different software from the different producer of
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BIM software; the exchange process is shown in ISM is only able to exchange data structural
model geometry, section profile and materials properties. Loads, loads combination and boundary
conditions cannot be transferred with this link.
Indirect Link Using IFC
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)
IFC is an ISO-registered, open and neutral data exchange standard for BIM. Although IFC
was designed to be comprehensive in supporting all disciplines and phases of a building
construction project, the authors found that IFC exports from architectural design software usually
lack essential information elements needed for structure analysis. The different software
applications support IFC. There is about 150 various software can work with it. The IFC standards
are always in developing with new features added in each release. The last release is IFC 4 which
was released in 2013. IFC targets to ensure the interoperability of BIM programs. The case study
presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis will show that sharing information is not totally satisfactory
as shown Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Direct link using IFC file - analysis results using transferred data.
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Solibri Model Checker
The purpose of using Solibri Model Checker in this research is to evaluate abilities of the
IFC standard and its implementation in the different software, and check if the IFC file that was
created in the architecture software contains all required information in its correct data structure
as shown in Figure 3.6. This step determines the source of the problem if there was any issue in
the data transfer process. Solibri Model Checker also has more features which make it a valuable
tool for interoperability, and a strong tool for clash detection and communication between various
parties of the design procedure. However, it is not used in the research.

Figure 3.6: Export IFC file with Solibri model checker.
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CHAPTER 4
EXAMINATION OF IFC DATA STRUCTURE FOR INTEROPERABILITY
Introduction
Through full interoperability, the work effectiveness and building quality are enhanced,
alongside fewer expenses and assets. In actuality, utilizing conventional CAD can just make
individual models for various stages or teaches, and the connections among different models must
be connected by hand. BIM devices add to the data combination since bunches of programming
applications, or advances are received (Liu et al., 2016). BIM applications can be categorized into
three types, as tools, as platforms, and as environments (Eastman et al., 2011). Interoperability
advocates various capabilities and resolves different problems in exchange of data across these
three levels. The most fundamental framework of interoperability and it has the advantage that is
working, and bi-directions application exchange is supported it and besides support through shared
neutral exchange formats, such as IFC is Platform-to-tool exchange (Eastman et al., 2011). More
straightforward are tool-to-tool transfers. These are limited because of the limited data available
within the exporting tool. One example is the translation of a quantity takeoff (QTO) to cost
estimating application (Eastman et al., 2011). Platforms such as Revit, Tekla, etc. have a largescale variety of data and rules that they have ability handle and run those data and revised. That's
why interoperability platform-to-platform exchange considered the primary challenge. There are
complexity and restricted similarity of the rules sets between the various BIM platforms when
exchange an editable model because it would need exchanging the rules sets from to the platforms
(Eastman et al., 2011).
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The vast number of orders, advancements and groups and the multi-phased and transitory
nature of the task in the development business make them extremely difficult conditions for data
administration and coordinated effort. Deficient mix and interoperability are as yet delivering a
financial weight and are frequently viewed as key variables hindering the dispersion of
development frameworks in the outline, development, and operation (DCO) industry. Inside the
auxiliary designing space, building ventures regularly include a few experts and specialists
performing basic investigation using several advances and programming applications. Auxiliary
investigation forms expect them to share exceptionally assorted arrangement of data and
information models. Without joining arrangements between different auxiliary examination
innovations, this errand is extremely testing, time and asset expending because of the measure of
labor required for re-demonstrating work and settling irregularity and contrariness issues. Thusly,
it is of fundamental significance to create methodologies and instruments that can give a
productive transformation of information models between such advances with sufficient quality
and constancy levels (Hu et al., 2016).
As the expanding building ventures in China bring improvement of data innovation used
in the development business, the opposition among different business CAD/CAE programming
applications winds up plainly thorough. Albeit in light of a typical structural model, display
information from multi-disciplinary projects need coordinate data trade with each other under a
brought together information trade standard. This turns into a bottleneck of enhancing outline
productivity among multidiscipline in the design, building, development and office administration
(AEC/FM) spaces. Joining and interoperability are picking up insignificance in the late decades.
A considerable measure of endeavors is coordinated towards the building data demonstrating
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arrangement idea, where a question situated focal model is utilized for trading data by electronic
means among programming applications. At that point, the n-dimensional model is an
augmentation of BIM by joining all the plan data required at each phase of the lifecycle of a
building venture. IFC is the successor of STEP and is situated toward the development business.
In the IFC stage, objects are amassed in BIM to characterize the building portrayals and for
exchanging of information and semantics among applications. Various examinations on IFC
standard have been proposed in assorted fields, e.g., cost and amount investigation (Qin et al.,
2011).
Background
The applications of AEC have expanded and developed rapidly for design, fabrication,
construction, and building operations. In previous decades most all information interchange in all
design and engineering domain was depended on different fixed schema file formats such DXF
and IGES that were provided efficient transfer formats for 2D and 3D geometry. Therefore, the
need for interoperability has become a necessity for expanding collaboration between different
application because file exchange format quickly became very large and so complex (Eastman et
al., 2011). The ISO in Geneva, Switzerland began to address these issues that arose in both Europe
and the United States at the same time by setting and developing a standard called STEP (STandard
for the Exchange of Product Model Data), numbered ISO-10303 (Eastman et al., 2011).The
EXPRESS language was one the significant and essential products of ISO-STEP which are
considered as the central machinery to support the modeling of products in a wide range of
industries such as finite element models, buildings, and bridges, etc. Because a machine-readable
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language is a hard language for human users; so, a graphical presentation was developed to
facilitate human use called EXPRESS-G (Eastman et al., 2011).

IFC Structure and Design Mode
The effective utilization of BIM, to some degree, relies upon regardless of whether the data
created by various stages or trains that can be traded or efficiently shared through the entire
building lifecycle. For instance, in the building configuration arrange, the appraisal measure is
dictated by the compelling data joining between design display and basic model. On the premise
of BIM, the information exchange among auxiliary model, compositional model, and development
show (Liu et al., 2016).
The BIM auxiliary model is partitioned into examination demonstrate. The point by point
show chiefly incorporates the basic geometrical shapes, segment properties, and materials
separated from building model. The investigation demonstrates regularly contains a lot of
geometrical data, for example, pivot position, part size, and space design and division, which
additionally are separated from the structural model. Other data should be made by basic designers
including mechanical property, association sort, limit condition, stacking data (Liu et al., 2016).
In the conventional auxiliary outline, basic examination and development drawing, as a
rule, are two free stages. The basic examination is utilized for helping development drawing and
affirming the last size and the support of basic individuals. In the event that BIM is embraced, the
two phases can be coordinated. Accordingly, the ongoing information can be shared through BIM
auxiliary model, which additionally diminishes mistakes, misfortunes, and code conflict in the
development drawing stage. The BIM show is spoken to by IFC standard. IFC gives the
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information definition control and trade design for BIM, in which the information is spoken to by
EXPRESS dialect and EXPRESS-G outline. IFC is an open standard for information portrayal and
empowers members involved to share and trade information and data created by various stages
(Liu et al., 2016).
The IFC standard possesses a hierarchical and modular setting as shown in Figure 4.1, that
divided into four bottom-up layers, enumerations, rules and functions. Amidst them, the entity
represents, i.e., resource layer, a core layer, interoperability layer and domain layer. And each layer
consists some modules which further include multiple entities, types, the generality of elements
which have the same properties, and is the information operator to characterize the information of
a building and surrounding components when the IFC standard is used. Since the types, counting,
rule, and function are known to express the properties of entities and to provide further constraints
and procedure for the features, an entity is on a higher level than them. (BuildingSMART
International, 2007). The IFC2x3 final version has a total of 653 entities into it. It is an intricate
work to make full use of them when improving a BIM-based application software, so it is necessary
to establish an information model instituted on the entities to assist the information sharing among
the related application software at first. The IFC standard represents the entities by using an objectoriented approach. Consequently, the entities match the objects, and the legacy among entities
applies too. Utilizing the inheritance must be pointed out because it can decrease the work of
redefining the meaning from the divine entity (Zhiliang, Zhenhua, Wu, & Zhe, 2011).
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Figure 4.1: The architecture diagram of IFC, based on www.buildingsmart.org.

IFC Data Structure
In chapter five, The case study has analyzed the interoperability between architectural
design and structural analysis through BIM.The data transfer path was evaluated, namely, indirect
link through IFC.The experiment showed, where the indirect link through IFC showed the most
information missing. The scope of the project and the general methods employed are presented.
An initial evaluation of the IFC file content which is tested through two rather structures with
section properties, geometry, material properties, boundary condition, loading and so on. Based
on the tests performed in this step it is concluded that the indirect link with structural software via
IFC file does not work.
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It is found that the some of IFC entities were missing such as boundary condition, load and
the structural elements necessary for structure analysis and there is a relationship between them
should be there. That was the reason made the IFC file that exported from Revit not capable of
calculating results. The IFC file consists entities, Domain, attributes, and relationships. For
instance, one of the entities is IfcRelAssignsToGroup that handles the assignment of objects; this
is very important for structural software to create the design, for example, when defining the load
in structural software we need to assign this load to get it working. These steps do not exist in
Revit program, that is why we are missing IfcRelAssignsToGroup in IFC file.
IfcRelAssignsToGroup has attributes one of them is The entity IfcStructuralLoadGroup which is
used to structure the physical impacts. IFC is an international open standard can be opened by
simple text editing tools such as Notepad. The IFC file structure consists entities that have
information stored about objects in real world. They have unique attributes connected with them
as shown in Figure 4.2 (Wan, Chen, & Tiong, 2004).
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Figure 4.2: The structure Load Definition in IFC file Based on ITcon Vol. 9. (Wan et al., 2004).
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Data structure for a steel frame
This section of the chapter displays IFC file as a text file and show some transferred data
that represent steel structure which design in Revit, and how to be as shown in Figures 4.3 & 4.4.
#78=IFCRELASSIGNSTOGROUP('2Fgyo87srFUPetJbQOb5aH',#3,$,$,(#85),.PRODUCT.,#86);
#85=IFCSTRUCTURALLOADGROUP('3QyOYTn7nC6wpuN5Z3$Tjx',#3,'DEAD',$,$,.LOAD_
GROUP.,.PERMANENT_G.,.DEAD_LOAD_G.,$,$);
#86=IFCSTRUCTURALLOADGROUP('1L9qIE0Fr809r1hNlbS8Vc',#3,'DEAD',$,$,.LOAD_CA
SE.,.PERMANENT_G.,.DEAD_LOAD_G.,$,$);
#6= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,0.,0.)); //global coordinate system – point 0 Cartesian coordinate
system
#11= IFCDIRECTION((1.,0.,0.)); unit vector x
#13= IFCDIRECTION((-1.,0.,0.));

Text file (IFC file)

#15= IFCDIRECTION((0.,1.,0.)); unit vector Y
#17= IFCDIRECTION((0.,-1.,0.));
#19= IFCDIRECTION((0.,0.,1.)); unit vector Z
#21= IFCDIRECTION((0.,0.,-1.));
#141= IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#6,#19,#17); //change work plane to X-Z
#151= IFCSURFACESTYLE('Steel ASTM A992',.BOTH.,(#150)); //style of material – render
options
#167= IFCMATERIAL('Steel ASTM A992'); // material/class
#146=IFCISHAPEPROFILEDEF(.AREA.,'W10X49',#145,0.833333333333333,0.833333333333
333,0.0283333333333333,0.0466666666666653,0.0416666666666667); as figure(material type)
#255=IFCISHAPEPROFILEDEF(.AREA.,'W12X26',#254,0.540833333333367,1.016666666666
67,0.0191666666654473,0.0316666666666698,0.0250000000000066);
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Figure 4.3: The materials type and properties.

#147= IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#6,#19,#17);
#148= IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID(#146,#147,#19,10.);
#259= IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID(#255,#258,#19,11.0833333333333);
#200= IFCCOLUMN('1x5vH9hvPCAPVjxHuSpl3K',#41,'W Shapes
Column:W10X49:541709',$,'W10X49',#198,#191,'541709');

Text file (IFC file)

#129= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,0.,10.));
#135= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,0.,20.)); //Length of columns =20-10=10 ft.
#143= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((-1.05471187339390E-15,0.));
#195= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((26.500379126292,75.0057618526794,0.)); //Length of beam
26.500379126292-14.500379126292=12 ft.
#230= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((14.500379126292,75.0057618526794,0.));
#252= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,-1.42108547152020E-14));
#256= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.458333333333325,0.,-0.508333333333351)); // the
amount of space lost between columns and beams is equal center of outside height for steel
section
#265= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((12.,0.));
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Figure 4.4: Analytical structure line in structural software via interoperability IFC file.

Data structure for Load case and Load combination
The IFC format separates entire object on the individual categories and components, with
associated classes and attributes which are detailed below based on The Buildings Smart
definitions as shown in Table 4.1, the international alliance for interoperability. IFCLoad entity is
distinguished as one of the most important structural entities in IFC file during the exchange
information which utilizes the indirect method of interoperability, which has been lost.
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Table 4.2 is showing the structure of IFCload entity, the relationships with other entities,
and how the IFCload entity is described by the attributes.

attributes

#83=IFCRELASSIGNSTOGROUP('24hGpOPnnFp8M1UHQv1m4z',#3,$,$,(#88),.PRODUCT.,#
93);

Entity

Required

Optional

Required

#88=IFCSTRUCTURALLOADGROUP('2Du7TJBn15UuZJSMENKEUk',#3,'DEAD',$,$,.LOAD
_CASE.,.PERMANENT_G.,.DEAD_LOAD_G.,$,$); for load case
#93=IFCSTRUCTURALLOADGROUP('18YvgrnFT8lgl2y48A9N26',#3,'ultimate_1.4',$,$,.LOA
D_COMBINATION_GROUP. ,. NOTDEFINED.,.NOTDEFINED.,1.4000000E+000,$); for
combination Load
#518=IFCSTRUCTURALCURVEMEMBER('02uLXgKNvAUgo3NExJgKYX',#97,'28',$,$,#98,#
525,.RIGID_JOINED_MEMBER.); types of elements connection
#523=IFCRELCONNECTSSTRUCTURALACTIVITY('22vJVYlA1E8QFtc3ed52aV',#3,$,$,#51
8,#526);
#526=IFCSTRUCTURALLINEARACTION('1D9ikwsZzB5uXAgIVTd2p9',#3,$,$,$,#98,$,#529,.
GLOBAL_COORDS.,.F.,$,.TRUE_LENGTH.);
#529=IFCSTRUCTURALLOADLINEARFORCE($,$,$,-1.0000000E+000,$,$,$); force value
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Table 4-1: The entities details below based on the building smart that are represented by IFC file
Entity: IFCRELASSIGNSTOGROUP
Attributes
Attributes type
R*/O*
GlobalId
IfcGloballyUniqueId**
R
OwnerHistory
IfcOwnerHistory**
R
Name
IfcLabel
R
Description
IfcText
O
RelatedObjects
SET**
R
RelatedObjectsType
IfcObjectTypeEnum
O
RelatingGroup
IfcGroup**
R
Entity: IFCRELASSIGNSTOGROUP
GlobalId
IfcGloballyUniqueId**
R
OwnerHistory
IfcOwnerHistory**
R
Name
IfcLabel
O
Description
IfcText
O
ObjectType
IfcLabel
O
PredefinedType
IfcLoadGroupTypeEnum**
R
ActionType
IfcActionTypeEnum**
R
ActionSource
IfcActionSourceTypeEnum**
R
Coefficient
IfcRatioMeasure
O
Purpose
IfcLabel
O
IFCSTRUCTURALLINEARACTION
GlobalId
IfcGloballyUniqueId**
R
OwnerHistory
IfcOwnerHistory**
R
Name
IfcLabel
O
Description
IfcText
O
ObjectPlacement,
IfcObjectPlacement
O
Representation
IfcProductRepresentation
O
AppliedLoad
IfcStructuralLoad**
R
GlobalOrLocal
IfcGlobalOrLocalEnum**
R
DestabilizingLoad
BOOLEAN**
R
CausedBy
IfcStructuralReaction
O
ProjectedOrTrue
IfcProjectedOrTrueLengthEnum**
R
IfcRelConnectsStructuralActivity
GlobalId
IfcGloballyUniqueId**
R
OwnerHistory
IfcOwnerHistory**
R
Name
IfcLabel
O
Description
IfcText
O
RelatingElement
IfcStructuralActivityAssignmentSelect**
R
RelatedStructuralActivity
IfcStructuralActivity**
R
R*: Required /O*: Optional / **: may not be null (information based on http://www.buildingsmarttech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/index.htm )
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Table 4-2: The entities required in structural analysis software that are represented by IFC file
Structure Software definition

IFC Structure Entities definition

Definition Structure Load

Information

Definition Structure Load

Attributes Type

Elements

Type

Entities

Separate all items in a huge

NO.

IfcStructuralLoadGroup

IfcGloballyUniqueId

Type (Dead, Live, etc.)

Text

IfcStructuralLoadGroup

ActionSource

Case Name

Text

IfcStructuralLoadGroup

PredefinedType

Scale Factor

NO.

IfcStructuralLoadGroup

Coefficient

Load value

NO.

IfcStructuralLinearaction

AppliedLoads

NO.

IfcStructuralLoadLinearfo
rce
IfcRelConnectsStructural

PlanarForce X/Y/Z

structure

Frame name

Text

RelatingElement

Activity
IfcRelConnectsStructural
Activity
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RelatedStructuralActivity

CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDIES
This case study is aimed at investigating how BIM models resulting from architectural
design can be used in structural analysis and analyzing the three types of data transfer paths
regarding their ability to maintain data integrity. The case study consists of two cases:
Concrete Building Model
The first case study consists of a multi-story concrete building, with live and dead loads
that are uniformly distributed on the beams. The major structural components include the external
and interior columns (dimensions are 18 in*18in), beams (12in*18in), and isolated footings
(72in*72in*18in). Note that the ends of columns connected with isolated footings have been taken
as fixed ends. The BIM model was created using Revit 2018 as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The case study BIM model. (Concrete Building).
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Steel Building Model
The second case study consists of a multi-story steel building, with live and dead loads
that are uniformly distributed on the beams. The major structural components include the external
and interior columns (dimensions are W 12X40), beams (W 14X30). The BIM model was created
by using Revit 2018 as shown in as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2:The case study BIM model. (Steel Building).

The specific properties of materials used in the architecture applications are showing in
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, for the concrete building and steel building, respectively. They are very
important properties in the structural analysis software.
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Table 5-1: The data exchange available of the case study for the concrete building
CONCRETE BUILDING
Description

Revit

Tekle

Profile name





Height h





Width b





Area A





Moment of inertia





Length (L)





Position of analytical line





Yield stress (fy)





Modulus of elasticity (E)





Shear modulus (G)





Density, ρ





Poisson's ratio





Self-weight





Concentrated force





Distributed force





Load combinations





Pinned





Roller





Fixed





1-Section properties

2-Geometry

3- Material properties

4-Loads

5. Boundary conditions



(): The exchange of information is correct.



(): The exchange of information is Missing.
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Note

Table 5-2: The data exchange available of the case study for the steel building
Steel building
Description

Revit

Tekle

Profile name





Height h





Width b





Web thickness (tw)





Flange thickness (tf)





Area A





Shear area (Ay, Az)





Moment of inertia (Iy, Iz)





Length (L)





The position of the analytical line





Yield stress (fy)





Modulus of elasticity (E)





Shear modulus (G)





Density





Poisson's ratio





Self-weight





Concentrated force





Distributed force





Load combinations





Pinned





Roller





Fixed





1-Section properties

2-Geometry

3- Material properties

4-Loads

5. Boundary conditions
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Note

The Importance of Autodesk Revit In Structure Design
The essential feature of Revit Structure is the reason why it is so easy and flexible to use.
Autodesk Revit is entirely appropriate for structural design (the research framework) in 3D and
interoperability. Autodesk Revit Structure software integrates a physical model consisting of
various materials with a separate analytical model that can be edited and used for efficient
structural analysis, design and structure description (Autodesk, 2010). In Figure 5.3 shows
structural compounds, materials profile and section properties which are required for structural
analysis.

Figure 5.3:REVIT Software structure details.
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The Importance of The Tekla Structure in Structure Design
Tekla Structure is consisting of multiple materials and has a separate structural analytical
model that can be updated and applied for efficient structural analysis, design and structure
description. The Figure 5.4 shows structural compounds, materials profile and section properties
which are required for structural analysis.

BOUNDARY CONDATIONS
LOADS TYPES

Materials properties

Figure 5.4: TEKLA Software structure details. (Tekla Structural Designer Guides, 2016).
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Interchange Scenario
The model which has created in architecture software that has structural information should
be transferred to different structural analysis software in order to compare results and evaluate
interoperability of BIM tools.

Guideline for BIM Tools Exams Evaluations
The value of evaluations is based on a grading scale consisting of scores where four scoring
is best. The rating of the assessment is as follows:
1-(0/3) ………poor interoperability (not meeting expectation)

0 1 2 3

Zero score rate that is set for so low interoperability and mention the loss of data exchange. All
information was losing of the BIM tool.
2-(1/3) ……… minimally satisfying expectation.

0 1 2 3

Indicated that all profile section, material properties, and geometry had been exchanged
0 1 2 3

3-(2/3) ……… fully satisfying expectation.

It is potential to transfer all needful data from architectural to structural software. The
interoperability is excellent in one direction.
0 1 2 3

4-(3/3) ……… Exceeding expectation.

It is possible to exchange all needful data from and to architectural and structural software. The
interoperability is excellent in two directions.
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Analysis Methods
Case 1: Concrete Building
The First case has been applied to various software applications (The building structure
was modeled by Revit as shown in as shown in Figure 5.1):
Case 2: Steel Building
The Second case has been applied with various software applications (The building
structure was modeled by Revit as shown in as shown in Figure 5.2):

Exams Exchange Data with The Different Software

1

 Using direct link Structural Analysis for RVT between RVT and RSA.

DIRECT LINK

2

 Using the indirect link (API LINK) (CSiXRevit Import/Export 2017) from Revit
to ETABS.
CSiXRevit Import/Export 2017
API LINK

3

 Using the indirect link (API LINK) (Risa Revit Link Import/Export 2017) from
Revit to SAP2000 via CSiXRevt link.
CSiXRevit Import/Export 2017
API LINK
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4

 Using the indirect link (API LINK) (Risa Revit Link Import/Export 2017) from Revit
to SAFE via CSiXRevt link.
CSiXRevit Import/Export 2017
API LINK

5

 Using the indirect link (API LINK) (Risa Revit Link Import/Export 2017) from Revit
to SAFE via RevitRisa link.
RevitRisa Import/Export 2017
API LINK

6

 Using the indirect link (API LINK) (ISM Revit plug-in) from Revit to STAAD.Pro by
ISM.
ISM Import/Export 2017
API LINK

7

 Using the indirect link (IFC file) from Revit to ETABS by IFC file.
Indirect Import/Export

Indirect LINK

8

 Using the indirect link (IFC file) from Revit to Sap2000 by IFC file.
Indirect Import/Export

Indirect LINK
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Table 5-3: The table is representation the tests results for the steel structure building
Exchange Data scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Height h

















Width b

















Web thickness (tw)

















Flange thickness (tf)

















Section Area A

















Moment of inertia (Iy,

















Length (L)













*

*

Position of analytical













*

*

Yield strength (fy)

















Tensile Strength

















Modulus of elasticity (E)













*

*

Shear modulus (G)













*

*

Density

















Poisson's ratio













*

*

Thermal expansion



*

*



*



*

*

Self-weight

















Concentrated force







*









Distributed force







*









Load combinations







*









Pinned

















Roller



*









*



Fixed



*









*



1-Section properties

2-Geometry

3- Material properties

4-Loads

5-Boundary Conditions



(): The exchange of information is correct.



(): The exchange of information is Missing.



(*): The transfer of information change value or type.
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Table 5-4: The table is representation the tests results for the concrete structure building
Exchange Data scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Height h

















Width b

















Section Area A

















Moment of inertia (Iy,

















Length (L)













*

*

Position of analytical

















Concrete compression

















Modulus of elasticity (E)













*

*

Shear modulus (G)













*

*

Density

















Poisson's ratio













*

*

Thermal expansion

*

*

*

*

*



*

*

Self-weight

















Concentrated force

















Distributed force

















Load combinations

















Pinned

















Roller



*



*





*



Fixed



*



*





*



1-Section properties

2-Geometry

3- Material properties

4-Loads

5-Boundary Conditions



(): The exchange of information is correct.



(): The exchange of information is Missing.



(*): The transfer of information change value or type.
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Table 5-5: Comparison between three path types for BIM interoperability based on case study examinations
Data transfer path

Software

Direct link through
native file

from Revit to RSA

Direct link through
API

Direct link through
API

Direct link through
API

Direct link through
API

Direct link through
API

from Revit to ETABS

from Revit to SAP2000

from Revit to SAFE

from Revit to RISA

from Revit to Staad pro

Notes (concrete)
1- The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2 – The thermal expansion
coefficient (value changes).
1- The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2 – The thermal expansion
coefficient (value changes)
3 – The footing connections
all treated as pinned except
for isolated footing (fixed)
(type changes).
1 – The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2 – The thermal expansion
coefficient (value changes).
3 – The boundary conditions
(missing).
1 – The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (Missing).
2 – The thermal expansion
coefficient (value changes).
3 - The footing connections
all treated as pinned except
for isolated footing (fixed)
(type changes).
1 – The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2 – The thermal expansion
coefficient (value changes).
1-The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2- The thermal expansion
coefficient & Shear modulus
(value missing).
3 – The boundary conditions
(missing).
4 - Loads & load
combinations (missing).
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Notes (Steel)
1- The self-weight load
(missing).
2- The thermal
expansion coefficient
(value changes).
1-The self-weight load
(missing)
2- thermal expansion
coefficient (value
changes).
3 – The footing
connections all treated
as pinned (type
changes).
1- The self-weight load
(missing).
2- The thermal
expansion coefficient
(value changes).
3 – The boundary
conditions (missing).
1-Nothing has been
transferred.

1- The self-weight load
(missing).
2- The thermal
expansion coefficient,
(value changes).
1- The self-weight load,
Shear modulus (G),
Density & thermal
expansion coefficient
(missing).
2 – The boundary
conditions (missing).
3 – Loads & load
combinations (missing).

Table 5.5(Continued)

from Revit to ETABS

1 – The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2 - Loads & load
combinations (missing).
3 - Material property data
such as elastic modulus (E),
shear modulus (G),
Poisson’s ratio and thermal
expansion coefficient were
changed (value changes).
4 - The length of the
analytical line not defined.
5 - all footing connections
treated as pinned.

1- Yield strength (fy),
Tensile Strength
(missing).
2 - All footing
connections treated as
pinned.
3 - Loads & load
combinations (missing).
4 - The length of the
analytical line not
defined.
5- Modulus of elasticity
(E), Shear modulus (G),
Poisson's ratio, &
thermal expansion
coefficient were
changed (value
changes).

1 – The self-weight load &
section properties not
already existing in Revit
program (missing).
2 – The boundary conditions
(missing).
3 - loads & load
combinations (missing)
4 - The length of the
analytical line not defined.
5 - Materials property data
such as elasticity modulus
(E), shear modulus (G),
Poisson’s ratio & thermal
expansion coefficient were
changed (value changes).

1- Yield strength (fy),
Tensile Strength
(missing).
2 -The boundary
conditions (missing).
3 - Loads & load
combinations (missing).
4 - The length of the
analytical line not
defined.
5- Modulus of elasticity
(E), Shear modulus (G),
Poisson's ratio, &
thermal expansion
coefficient were
changed (value
changes).

Indirect link through
IFC

from Revit to SAP2000
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Results and Analysis
The results of data transfer in all three types of paths that are showing in Table 5.5. While
information missing was observed in all cases, the data transfer via indirect link showed more
information missing than that via direct links. Also, all types of boundary conditions in Revit
(pinned, roller, and fixed), when they were being transferred to ETABS and SAFE programs, were
treated as pinned. It was noted that the values of multiple material properties such as elasticity
modulus (E), shear modulus (G), Poisson’s ratio and thermal expansion coefficient were changed
during the data transfer via the indirect link, whereas indirect link only the value of thermal
expansion coefficient changed. Self-weight load and section properties were the primary
information missing during data transfer through direct links. However, boundary conditions were
also missing when transferred to SAP2000 using direct links through API. The main problem of
data transfer using the indirect link through IFC, in addition to losing self-weight load and
boundary conditions, was the missing of loads and load combinations. There were also model
instability and nonpositive stiffness properties observed in data transfer results through IFC,
because the position of the analytical line was undefined correctly in the IFC file, so that the IFC
file depends on the actual length of the elements of building in the imposition of analytical structure
line that is why a loss of the connection between the elements of a building. Two main problems
of information exchange between architectural design and structural analysis programs are thus
the loss of information and value changes, but the impact of such issues on structural analysis
varies. In other words, not all of the missing data or value changes will affect the analysis, such as
section area and moment of inertia. The structural analysis software will be able to calculate them
on the fly or assume values to use for part of the missing information and detect inappropriate
values based on existing relationships between parameters. But there is irreplaceable information
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in structural analysis without which the analysis could not be successfully conducted. For instance,
material types, element lengths, section dimensions, loads, boundary conditions, positions of the
analytical line, and elastic modulus all belong to such irreplaceable information. Below are the
following notes.
1. The first case gives satisfying results. After whole exchange model from Revit to RSA
using the direct link (native link), the results of moment and shear forces can be gained without
any changes in the model. All Section and materials properties, loads and boundary conditions
have been delivered correctly as shown in Figure 5.6. The results of data transfer are showing in
Figure 5.5.

SFD

BMD

RSA Result
Concrete Design
SFD

BMD

RSA Result
Steel Design

Figure 5.5: RSA analysis results.
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RSA Material Properties

Revit Material Properties

information
Exchange

This Information Exists
Only In Steel Building
Design

Figure 5.6: Exchange information between REVIT and RSA software via direct link.
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2. The second case gives satisfying results. After whole exchange model from Revit to CSI
software (ETABS) using Direct Link that is Using API. , it should be noted that all types of footing
connections in Revit (pinned, roller, and fixed), all treated as pinned except for isolated footing
(fixed) with concrete case and need to fix them according to the model has created in Revit. , the
results of moment and shear forces can be gained were mostly successful. All Section and materials
properties, loads and boundary conditions have been delivered correctly is showing in Figure 5.8.
The results of data transfer are showing in Figure 5.7.

SFD

BMD

ETABS Result
Concrete Design
BMD

SFD

ETABS Result
Steel Design

Figure 5.7: ETABS analysis results.
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All Section and materials properties, loads and boundary conditions have been delivered
correctly is showing in Figure 5.8.

Revit

Concrete Building

Steel Building
Boundary
Condition
(Fixed)

Exchange Data

ETABS

Boundary
Condition
(Pinned)

Isolated Footing
(Fixed)

Figure 5.8: Exchange information between REVIT and ETABS2016 software via CSiXRevt link.
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3. The third cases give satisfying results. After whole exchange model from Revit to CSI
software (Sap2000) using Direct Link Using API, it should be noted that the model loses boundary
condition which was designed in Revit. After correcting or adding the required information, the
results of moment and shear forces can be gained were mostly successful as shown in Figure 5.10.
The results of data transfer are showing in Figure 5.9.

BMD

SFD

SAP2000 Result
Concrete Design
BMD
SFD

SAP2000 Result
Steel Design

Figure 5.9: SAP2000 analysis results.
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All Section and materials properties, loads and boundary conditions have been delivered
correctly is showing in Figure 5.10.

Revit
Concrete Building
Steel Building

Exchange Data

SAP2000

Boundary
Condition
(Fixed)

Boundary
Condition
(missing)

Figure 5.10: Exchange information between REVIT and SAP2000 Software via the CSiXRevit link.
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4. The concrete building case gives satisfying results. After whole exchange model from
Revit to CSI software (SAFE) using Direct Link that is Using API. , it should be noted that all
types of footing connections in Revit (pinned, roller, and fixed), all treated as pinned and need to
fix them according to the model has created in Revit. , the results of moment and shear forces can
be gained were mostly successful. All Section and materials properties, loads and boundary
conditions have been delivered as correctly as shown in Figure 5.12. The results of data transfer
are showing in Figure 5.11.

BMD

concrete

SFD

SAFE2016 Result
Concrete Design

Figure 5.11: Safe analysis results.
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All Section and materials properties, loads and boundary conditions have been delivered
as correctly as shown in Figure 5.12.

Concrete Building

Revit

Boundary
Condition
(Fixed)

Exchange Data

SAFE

Exchanged All Necessary
Transferred Data

Figure 5.12: Exchange information between REVIT and SAFE software via CSiXRevit link.
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5. The fifth case gives satisfying results. After whole exchange model from Revit to RISA
using Direct Link Using API, the results of moment and shear forces can be gained without any
changes in the model as shown in Figure 5.13. All Section and materials properties, loads and
boundary conditions have been delivered correctly. The results of data transfer that are showing in
Figure 5.14.

BMD

SFD

RISA Result
Steel Design

RISA Result
Concrete Design

Figure 5.13: RISA analysis results.
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Revit
Concrete Building

Steel Building
Boundary
Condition
(Fixed)

Exchange Data

RISA-3D

Boundary
Condition

Property

Need one step after
exchange date from
Revit and before Run
“define Load and Load
combination by
category

Figure 5.14: Exchange information between from Revit to RISA via RevitRisa link.
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6. The sixth case gives unsatisfactory results. After whole exchange model from Revit to
STAAD Pro using Direct Link Using API (ISM Link), it should be noted that all types of relevant
data have been lost which was designed in Revit such as boundary conditions, loads and Loads
combinations have been lost that are shoeing Figure 5.15. Except for Section profile and materials
properties that are showing in Figure 5.16 & 5.17.

Revit
Steel Building

Concrete Building
Boundary
Condition (Fixed)

Exchange Data

STAAD.Pro

Load case (Missing)
Boundary
Condition
(missing)

Figure 5.15: Exchange information between Revit to STAAD Pro By ISM.
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Geometry

Property

Figure 5.16:Section profile and materials properties.

Columns and framing section
Export mapping not match
and need to select ISM

Figure 5.17: Exchange information ISM Revit plugin.
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7. Model created with Revit and Tekla Structure was converted to IFC, then the file was
successfully loaded to Solibri model checker.The model can be exported from Revit or TS to
Solibri model checker via IFC File with all geometry; clear connections as shown in Figure 5.17.
Besides all elements are in the correct position. But by examining the last two cases, the results
were found to be unsatisfactory. The model, which was created in Revit and exported to structural
design software via IFC File, The main problem of data transfer using the indirect link through
IFC, in addition to losing self-weight load and boundary conditions, was the missing of loads and
load combinations. It has also been observed ,there were model instability and nonpositive stiffness
properties found in data transfer results through IFC, because the position of the analytical line
was undefined correctly in the IFC file, so that the IFC file depends on the actual length of the
elements of building in the imposition of analytical structure line that is why a loss of the
connection between the elements of a building that are showing in Figures 5.19 & 5.20.
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Tekla&Revit Model

Solibri model checker

ETABS,Sap2000

ETABS

TEKLA

ETABS

REVIT

SAP2000

TEKLA

REVIT

SAP2000

Figure 5.18: The IFC file that was created in the architecture software contains all required information.
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REVIT
Boundary
Condition (Fixed)

Steel Building

Concrete Building

Exchange Data

ETABS

1-Load (Missing)

2- All Footing
Connections Treated
As Pinned
3-Frame Instability
Because No Connect
Between Elements

Boundary
Condition
(Pinned)

Frame section Properties

Materials properties

Figure 5.19: Exchange information between Revit to ETABS2016 by IFC file.
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Revit
Concrete Building

Steel Building
Boundary
Condition
(Fixed)

Steel

1-Load (missing)
2- The boundary
condations(missing)
3-frame instability
because not connect
between elements

Exchange Data

ETABS

Concrete

Boundary
Condition
(Missing)

Materials properties
Frame section Properties

Figure 5.20: Exchange information between Revit to SAP2000 by IFC file.
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Table 5-6: The case studies summary of maximum moment and shear value
Concrete
Max moment

Steel
Max Shear - Kip

Max moment
(ultimate)

Max Shear-Kip

-62.1994

-23.325

-62.6978

-22.238

36.3315

23.325

47.7233

22.238

-62.0481

-19.122

39.607

19.122

-67.1859
37.5334

(ultimate)- Kip.ft

Revit to ETABS

Revit to Safe

Revit to SAP2000

Revit to RSA

Revit to RISA

N/A

N/A

-24.687

-70.3574

-23.113

24.687

48.6632

23.113

-65.97

24.39

-70.60

23.02

36.24

-24.39

31.78

-23.02

-58.492

21.479

-68.747

22.55

30.22

-21.479

42.577

-22.55

The results of Table 5-6 showed slight differences in moment and shear value from the
different software. This is caused by utilizing the offset feature, which reduces the total length of
the beam by the offset amounts. Different finite element software packages calculate the offset in
different ways. Some of them assume half the column depth and others assume the clear distance
from the face to face of the column. This is why different values of results for bending moment
and shear were obtained for the same model.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The development of BIM has led to the establishment of open and neutral data schemas
such as IFC, which intended to streamline the flow of information between BIM software in
various disciplines. Some BIM software applications support exportation and importation of
various formats while others do not. However, most BIM software (if not all) have certain levels
of compatibility with the IFC standard. In this thesis, the interoperability has been analyzing
between architectural design and structural analysis through BIM. Three types of data transfer
paths were evaluated, namely, direct link using the native file, direct link using API, and indirect
link through IFC. The experiment showed that all the three types of paths involved a certain level
of information missing, where the indirect link through IFC showed the most information missing.
Therefore, BIM software developers are recommended to build in full IFC support in their BIM
platforms to enable the use of the direct link, including complete information importation and
exportation. Future work is also recommended to look into the causes of information missing and
develop methods to mitigate it in the paths of the direct link through API and indirect link through
IFC. Solving this missing information issue is an important first step to solve all interoperability
challenges.
One main limitation of this study is acknowledged: the experiment was only conducted on
two project models, while it could be sufficient to help identify missing information problems, the
scenario may be different when different types of structural models are used. Therefore, more
testing using different types of structural models are needed to further verify the findings in this
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paper. As part of future work, it is recommended to repeat the experiment on more structures of
different types (e.g., composite structure, timber structure, etc.) and complexities, as well as look
into the causes of the information missing problem and develop methods/algorithms to mitigate
this problem.
The thesis included the case studies and their examination with a view to determining
different appearances of the BIM as a structural tool, compare various popular software to
improves their usage in the construction at the structural level, and expect their advantages,
disadvantages, strengths, and weaknesses.
A sketch of the tests results is showing in Table 6.1 based on previous tests evaluations in
chapter five. The data exchange between architectural software and structural software have been
investigated via different file formats and different methods.
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Table 6-1: Evaluation of the completed experiments during the case study

Scenarios

Concrete Building

Steel Building

1

Exceeding Expectation

Exceeding Expectation

2

The Fully Satisfying Expectation

Fully Satisfying Expectation

3

Minimally Satisfying Expectation

Minimally Satisfying Expectation

4

Fully Satisfying Expectation

Poor Interoperability

5

Exceeding Expectation

Exceeding Expectation

6

Minimally Satisfying Expectation

7

Poor Interoperability

Poor Interoperability

8

Poor Interoperability

Poor Interoperability

Minimally Satisfying Expectation
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From the perspective of IFC-based interoperability, interoperability at four levels was
considered. Document-level interoperability is the capacity of two devices to effectively trade
records. Linguistic structure level interoperability is the capacity of two apparatuses to effectively
parse those documents without mistakes. Perception level interoperability identifies with the
capacity of two instruments to reliably imagine a model being traded. Semantic-level
interoperability identifies the capacity of two apparatuses to go to a typical comprehension of the
importance of a model being traded.
There are a couple of issues experienced at the document and linguistic structure levels of
interoperability. Over years of utilizing 2-dimensional CAD devices, numerous associations in the
plan and development industry have created procedures and traditions for overseeing records, and
some of these apply well to BIM, at any rate amid the beginning periods of take-up. Be that as it
may, in the long haul, changes will happen inside working techniques as associations endeavor to
abuse the favorable circumstances gave by enhanced access to 3D protest models. At the present
level of take-up by industry, the sort and degree of these adjustments in work forms are hard to
foresee.
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